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Abstra t
Some formal methods for ryptographi proto ol analysis represent
message elds using a free term algebra, whi h does not permit an expli it
symmetri de ryption operator. Although the ability of prin ipals and
intruders to de rypt en rypted messages is represented impli itly, su h
models an fail to re ognize some atta ks. However, with an additional
restri tion on the proto ol { EV-freedom, in whi h en rypted message
elds must have a known stru ture { the extension of the free algebra with
de ryption is unne essary be ause it does not enable any new atta ks. The
analogous question for publi key en ryption is open.

1 Introdu tion
Formal methods for se urity proto ol analysis represent ryptographi operations abstra tly, using a logi al or algebrai model. Some approa hes use a free
term algebra to represent messages. A free algebra model has no relations, so
a free algebra with an en ryption operator annot also have a de ryption operator, sin e in that ase one would have a relation like d(e(X; K ); K ) = X:
Free term algebras are used in the strand spa e work [THG99℄ and approa hes
based on it, as well as in some other approa hes, su h as [Pau98℄. A good disussion of some of the assumptions and onsequen es of using a free algebra,
su h as unique readability, is given in [THG98℄. Some analysis tools, su h as
the NRL analyzer des ribed in [Mea92℄, are not restri ted to a free algebra, and
are apable of analyzing proto ols that employ de ryption expli itly, su h as the
sele tive broad ast proto ol analyzed in that paper.
Using a free algebra, the ability of legitimate parties and the intruder to
de rypt messages is modeled as a transformation from an en rypted expression
like e(X; K ), using K , to the de rypted ontent X . The ability to represent
de ryption impli itly leads to the plausible supposition that nothing would be
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gained by adding a de ryption operator expli itly, if the proto ol an be spe i ed
without it.
Unfortunately, this is not the ase; some atta ks are overlooked. The intuitive reason for this is that, with an impli it de ryption model, only terms that
have already been en rypted an be de rypted; one annot \de rypt" other
terms. This limitation masks possible atta ks. We give an example of su h
an atta k, but then we go on to show that a mild restri tion on the proto ol
spe i ation is enough to ensure that a free algebra with impli it de ryption
will nd all atta ks that a de rypt-extended algebra an nd.
Our method of proof applies to symmetri en ryption, but does not apply
to publi key en ryption, although an analogous result may be possible. There
are some observations in the Con lusion about the publi key ase.
Consider the proto ol below, presented as a pair of strands. Assume that s
is a se ret, k is a se ret key shared by A and B (but not the intruder), and is
a key known to both B and the intruder. X is a variable.
A
Æ

B
e(s;k)

e(e(X; );k)

/

/Æ

Æ

X

/

If X is instantiated with d(s; ), and the usual an ellation rule is applied,
the message re eived by B be omes identi al to the message sent by A, and the
two strands form a bundle, in whi h every re eived message was either sent by a
legitimate party or onstru ted by the intruder from previously sent messages.
This bundle e e tively ompromises the se ret s, sin e the intruder an en rypt
X with , yielding e(X; ) = e(d(s; ); ) = s.
It is not possible to dis over that s is ompromised in the ontext of a free
term algebra with no expli it de ryption operator. This an be established using
the te hnique in [MS01℄. An informal argument is the following: an intruder
annot synthesize the term to be re eived by B , be ause it is en rypted using
k , whi h is not known to the intruder. So the only possible sour e of the term
is the transmitted message from A, namely, e(s; k ). To re ognize this message
as the message re eived by B requires unifying the onstant s with the term
e(X; ), and this is impossible in the free algebra.
Essentially the same example also works for publi key en ryption. If we
repla e e by pe in the example, and assume that is the publi key of the
intruder, we an let X = pe(s; 0 ), where 0 is the orresponding private key. The
argument that s is not ompromised in the free algebra is similar, but must be
indu tive, be ause the intruder an synthesize terms of the form pe(pe(X; ); k ).
Su h terms turn out not to be useful be ause the intruder must have X to make
them.
Our obje tive is to show that, with an additional restri tion, the free-algebra
analysis will nd all atta ks that an be found using an extended algebra with
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de ryption and an ellation. The additional restri tion, alled EV-freedom, is
that there must be no appli ations of an en ryption operator to a variable (by
itself) in the proto ol spe i ation. That is, no message may be, or ontain as
a subterm, a term of the form e(X; k ), where X is a variable and k is any term
used as a key.
In parti ular, if the example above is modi ed to repla e the X in B 's
re eived term by a pair [X; a℄, for some onstant a, the proto ol is EV-free
and se ure, at least in the symmetri -key version. The argument depends on
the ability to distinguish a pre- hosen onstant s from an irredu ible term of
the form e([X; a℄; ), or equivalently, distinguishing d(s; ) from [X; a℄. This
is reasonable be ause the right-hand portion of the former value is not likely
to mat h an independently hosen re ognizable value a, as long as a is not too
small. Furthermore, it is onsidered good proto ol design pra ti e to require that
the format of re eived messages be veri able through some known stru tural
property of the data.

2 Proto ol Model
Proto ol roles are spe i ed with strand s hemas, or parametri strands, in whi h
message terms may ontain variables. Role spe i ation with parametri strands
was used in [SBP01℄ and [CDL00℄. A semibundle (terminology from [SBP01℄)
is a olle tion of strand instan es that might ontain variables and whi h might
not satisfy the ondition that ea h re eived message must have been sent.
A semibundle is solvable if there is some bundle in whi h a ground instan e
of the semibundle is embedded. A se re y goal an be phrased as a solvability
problem for a semibundle ontaining a \test" strand in whi h a se ret message is
re eived (unen rypted). Some other se urity goals an be phrased as solvability
problems as well.
Our result is stated in the ontext of two term algebras. The free algebra
PSE ontains a pairing operator [X; Y ℄ and a symmetri en ryption operator
e(X; K ). The extended algebra, PSED, in ludes the de ryption operator and
two an ellation relations: d(e(X; K ); K ) = X and e(d(X; K ); K ) = X . These
relations are applied automati ally as redu tion rules (from left to right), and
they yield a unique irredu ible form for any term. (The fa t that this termrewriting system is onvergent was proved in [Mea92℄.)
The solvability problem also requires us to spe ify the intruder apability,
whi h we do with the free derivation rules below rather than with penetrator
strands.
(A1a) [X; Y ℄ ` X (A2) X; Y ` [X; Y ℄
(A4) X; K ` e(X; K )
(A1b) [X; Y ℄ ` Y (A3) e(X; K ); K ` X
We refer to (A1a) and (A1b) olle tively as (A1). In the ontext of the
de rypt-extended algebra there are two additional derivation rules:
(D1) d(X; K ); K ` X

(D2) X; K ` d(X; K )
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A ground term (a term ontaining no variables) t is derivable from a set of
ground terms T if t is an element of T , or if there is some tree of derivation
rule appli ations that generates t from elements of T . The nodes of a derivation
tree for t are ground terms, the root of the derivation tree is t, the leaves are
elements of T , and the parents of ea h term are the ante edents of the term
in an instantiated rule. The set of terms derivable from T using only the free
derivation rules is the free losure C (T ), and the set of terms derivable from T
using both the free and extended rules is the de rypt-extended losure C D (T ).
The approa h to determining solvability in [MS01℄ is to note that any solution bundle, being a partial ordering, is onsistent with at least one linear
ordering of nodes in the semibundle, representing a possible temporal order of
node events. For ea h linear node ordering, there is a onstraint set onsisting
of the sequen e of relations Ri 2 C D (Si ), where Ri is the ith re eived message
and Si is the set of sent messages from nodes that pre ede the Ri node in the
ordering, plus any initially known ground terms. We always have Si  Si+1 .

3 The Free Closure Theorem
The main result of this paper is to show that if the proto ol spe i ation does
not use the de rypt operator, so that it an be spe i ed in PSE, and if it is
EV-free, then every solution of a onstraint set in PSED using the extended
losure an be repla ed by a solution using the free losure in PSE.
Let us say that a term t in PSED is pure if it ontains no o urren e of the
de rypt operator, so that it is also in PSE, otherwise it is alled impure. A set
of terms is pure if its elements are all pure. If a term t is des ribed as impure,
we mean that it is impure in its normal form after the an ellation redu tions
are applied, so that d(e(u; k ); k ) redu es to u and is onsidered \pure" if u is
pure. Variables are pure. A key result showing the motivation for EV-freedom
is the following.
Lemma (Redu tion). Suppose u is a pure term and  is a substitution
su h that u is redu ible. Then u has a subterm e(X; y ) where X is a variable
su h that X = d(v; w) for some terms v; w.
Proof. For an ellation redu tion to be possible, u must ontain a subterm
of one of the two forms (1) d(e(v; w); w) or (2) e(d(v; w); w). In ase (1), sin e
u is pure, the entire subterm must o ur as a subterm of the image X of some
variable X . However, the image X should be an irredu ible ground term, so
this ase is not possible.
In ase (2), as in ase (1), the entire subterm annot o ur in X . However,
the remaining possibility is that u ontains e(X; y ) and X = d(v; w), where y
is some term su h that y = w.
Corollary (Redu tion). EV-freedom of a pure term prevents redu tions
after substitution.
For any term t in PSED, let t be the term that results from hanging every
\d" operator in t to \e" at any depth. That is, (d(u; v )) = e(u ; v  ), and
for other fun tions f , (f (u)) = f (u ). The star has no e e t on onstants or
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variables. We remark that:
Proposition (Star). For any t in PSED, t is pure; and if t is pure, t = t.
For any substitution  , let   map ea h variable X to   X = (X ) . We
show next that in the presen e of EV-freedom, the star operator an be applied
through a substitution.
Lemma (Star Substitution). If u is pure and EV-free then (u) =   u.
Proof. By indu tion on the stru ture of u. If u is a onstant, neither  nor
 has any e e t. If u is a variable,   u is by de nition (u) .
For larger stru tures, note that by the Redu tion Corollary, no redu tions
are possible after a substitution by  . This means that f (v; w) = f (v; w),
for any (non-d) fun tion f , and this is true also for   , be ause u is pure.
Suppose u = f (v; w), where f is not \d" be ause u is pure, and note that the
indu tion hypothesis may be applied to v and w. Then, (u) = (f (v; w)) =
f (  v;   w) =   f (v; w) =   u:
Now onsider a onstraint u 2 C D (T ) that is satis ed by  , so that there is
a derivation tree deriving u from T . We are assuming that u and T are pure,
but impure terms may be introdu ed in the derivation tree via  or rule (D2).
We plan to show that if u 2 C D (T ) is satis ed by  , then u 2 C (T ) is satis ed by
  . In parti ular, we an use the same derivation tree. This is possible be ause
any use of the extended rule (D1) turns into an appli ation of (A3), and any use
of the extended rule (D2) turns into an appli ation of (A4). For this to work,
we must rst he k that every node in the tree, that is, any term t derivable
from T , may be repla ed by t .
Theorem (Free Closure). Let T be pure and suppose t 2 C D (T ). Then
t 2 C (  T ).
Proof. The proof is by indu tion on the size of the derivation tree. In the
base ase, t 2 T . So there is a pure term u 2 T su h that u = t. By the Star
Substitution Lemma, t = (u) =   u 2   T .
Now onsider a term t arising from a derivation rule whose ante edents
satisfy the Lemma. That is, if s is an ante edent of t, s 2 C (  T ). There are
six ases, depending on whi h rule was used to derive t.
(A1). Assume that the derivation was [t; s℄ ` t. (The A1b ase is similar.)
By indu tion, [t; s℄ 2 C (  T ). But [t; s℄ = [t ; s ℄, so (A1a) an derive t .
(A2). t = [r; s℄ and both r ; s 2 C (  T ). Then (A2) may be used to derive

t = [r; s℄ = [r ; s ℄.
(A3). Here, the derivation was e(t; k ); k ` t. Then e(t ; k  ) and k  are ea h
in C (  T ). So (A3) may also be used here to derive t .
(A4). t = e(r; s) and both r ; s 2 C (  T ). Then t = e(r ; s ) and t is
derivable using (A4).
(D1). Here, the derivation was d(t; k ); k ` t. Then e(t ; k  ) and k  are ea h
in C (  T ). So (A3) may be used in this ase also to derive t .
(D2). t = d(r; s) and both r ; s 2 C (  T ). Then t = e(r ; s ) and t is
derivable using (A4).
Finally, given any of the onstraints u 2 C (T ), if there is a solution u 2
C D (T ), we on lude from the Free Closure Theorem that (u) 2 C (  T ). But
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if u is pure and EV-free, (u) =   u and this tells us that   is a solution of
the onstraint set over PSE. This yields a orollary:
Corollary (Free Closure). If a proto ol strand-s hema spe i ation is expressed in PSE and is EV-free, then the orresponding onstraint set is solvable
over PSED with the extended losure if and only if it is solvable over PSE with
the free losure.

4 Con lusion
We presented an example showing that ryptographi proto ol analysis with a
free term algebra and impli it de ryption rules is inadequate in general, be ause
it fails to nd an atta k involving expli it de ryption. This is true even when the
proto ol an be spe i ed in the free algebra. But if the proto ol spe i ation as
a strand s hema is EV-free, any atta k found with the de rypt-extended algebra
is also found with the free algebra.
EV-freedom is a reasonable requirement that is satis ed by most proto ols.
Note that it is not a requirement for se urity, but just a ondition that makes
analysis easier. EV-freedom is reminis ent of various tagging s hemes that have
been suggested to provide semanti se urity [GM84℄ and to prevent type aw
atta ks based on data type ambiguity [HLS00℄. These tagging s hemes often
yield EV-freedom as a byprodu t.
The PSE algebra, with pairing and symmetri en ryption, ould be extended
by in luding an abstra t hash fun tion or by assuming that pairing is asso iative,
yielding n-ary on atenation, without a e ting the proof approa h.
Publi -key en ryption an be added to a free algebra as long as the private key orresponding to ea h publi key does not appear expli itly. However,
the approa h used in this note does not appear to apply to publi key en ryption. One an extend the star operator by mapping ea h private key to its
orresponding publi key, but a problem arises in the proof of the Free Closure
Theorem. In the publi -key ase orresponding to (D1), the derivation would
be pe(t; kA0 ) ` t, where kA0 is a private key. The star version would then be
pe(t ; kA ) ` t , whi h is valid only when kA is the publi key of the intruder.
Although other private keys kA0 do not normally o ur, they might arise from
the substitution  . An argument that su h a substitution is unne essary, or an
argument taking a di erent approa h, is still possible, and the validity of the
result for publi key en ryption is onsidered open.
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